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Insolvency chief swaps comfy bed for cold cardboard

Josh Wright of Wright
Property Gold Coast.

Agent getting
runs on board
for auctions
JOSH Wright, sales and
leasing manager at Wright
Property Gold Coast,
apparently has the Midas
touch when it comes to
auction campaigns.
The commercial
property agent is claiming
a 100 per cent success
rate for the 12 months to
April in which he
undertook auction
campaigns for 11 property
offerings, each of which
generated a sale.
The sales, tallied
together, realised $6.5
million.
Mr Wright says his
most recent auction
campaign success
involved an industrial
property at Molendinar
that sold ahead of its
auction date.
The sale was the
second he had negotiated
in six months for the
327sq m unit which,
records show, he first
sold in a pre-auction deal
for $315,000 in October.
“Recently, the
property drew the
interest of four
prospective buyers, one
an owner-occupier who
submitted a pre-auction
offer that the sellers were
happy to accept,” Mr
Wright says.

TONY ALFORD
THE boss of the Gold
Coast’s Retail Food Group
proved he’s on a winner
with coffee and pizza.
Both have helped him
pull in the dough, and
saw him rise to the top
this week, ranked the
richest boss on the Gold
Coast in the BRW 2015
Richest Bosses.

SEQ ELECTRICAL
THE lights went out at
Gold Coast contractor
SEQ Electrical when the
company collapsed into
liquidation. More than 80
employees and
contractors in three
states have lost their jobs
after the plug was pulled
on the company.

PETER Dinoris is getting
ready to rough it in aid of a
very good cause.
The director of insolvency
firm Vincents is taking part in
the St Vincent de Paul CEO
Sleepout, which is celebrating
its 10th anniversary this year.
One of the aims of the annual event is to break the cycle
of homelessness permanently
for as many people as possible.

Mr Dinoris said there were
about
20,000
homeless
Queenslanders and almost a
third were under 18 years old.
“Supporting the homeless is
something for which I have always had a passion,” Mr Dinoris said. He last took part in
2011 – raising $6125 – and
hopes to do better this time
around.
Mr Dinoris will be sleeping

on a piece of cardboard at Suncorp Stadium on June 18. He
learned last time that it’s not
pleasant sleeping rough in the
middle of winter, especially
since he came completely unprepared.
“I didn’t know what to expect and didn’t bring a sleeping
bag,” he said.
This time, he plans to bring
a form of sleeping material, but

won’t be overdoing it because
he wants to experience what
it’s like to be homeless on the
streets at the coldest time of
year.
“This time, I will be taking a
blanket.”
TO HELP OUT, DONATIONS CAN BE
MADE AT CEOSLEEPOUT.ORG.AU/
CEOS/QLD-CEOS/PETER-DINORIS/?
DLSR=1340-XEC-8541809241

Peter Dinoris will be trying to
make a difference.

Mansions gold for miner
TIMES may be tough for
Newcrest, Australia’s biggest
gold miner, and its Lihir mine
in Papua New Guinea, but luxury Gold Coast properties are
proving a lucrative investment
for Lihir’s private equity arm.
MRL Investments, the trustee company for the Australian
assets of a fund which gives
back to the people of the Lihir
group of islands, has just added
a mansion at The Sovereign Islands to its portfolio.
MRL paid $2.5 million for a
five-bedroom, six-bathroom
mansion at 13 Knightsbridge
Pde East.
MRL director Michael
Goodman said the company,
which also owns a property at
19 Arthur St in Mermaid
Beach, planned a further foray
into the city’s prestige property
sector.
“We are diversifying from
commercial office buildings in
Brisbane to high-prestige residential real estate,” he said.
“We predict that this sector
will continue to experience
strong demand on the Gold
Coast; it has spectacular ocean
views and perfect beach
weather, integral to upmarket
homes. “That’s why MRL Investments acquired a beautiful
home on Sovereign Islands
and a property in Mermaid
Beach for redevelopment.”
Mr Goodman said the Mermaid Beach residence would
either be demolished or moved
to another location to allow for
the construction of four prestige townhouses.
“With the Sovereign Islands

MRL Investments will hold 13 Knightsbridge Pde East, The Sovereign Islands, and sell when the market picks up.

mansion, we’ve spruced up the
place slightly and plan on
holding it until the market
picks up for sale,” he said.
“We intend to continue our
search for prime housing in
Mermaid Beach, Palm Beach,
northern NSW and the Sun-

shine Coast, mainly looking for
beachfront or waterfront
properties.”
Mr Goodman said MRL
was also establishing a commercial network in Beijing,
Hong Kong and greater China
to bring investors and tenants

to the Gold Coast and Brisbane. MRL appears to be on
the money with its Sovereign
Islands buy.
Like the crane count which
signals the health of the Glitter
Strip’s highrise market, the
number of sold signs at the

Chinese dragon snaps up lots
at Royal Pines from Rayjon
VETERAN property figure
John Hembrow has offloaded
a land parcel within the Royal
Pines Resort to a Chinese consortium which is already marketing them for apartment
projects and is on the hunt for
new Gold Coast projects.
The aptly named Dragon
Fish Investments snapped up
the 12 lots for $4.6 million from
the property developer’s Royal
Pines Projects.
The lots, which front Lakeview Drive, back on to the site
where Coles is building a
supermarket and Mr Hem-

brow’s Rayjon group has the
357-apartment Vantage development under way.
Sasan Rahmani, of Century
21 Central Gold Coast says the
Chinese consortium that
bought the 12 lots was sourced
via Century 21’s Gold Coast
office in Shanghai.
Its members came to
Australia under the special visa
scheme for people bringing at
least $5 million into the
country.
Sasan said the members of
Dragon Fish have owned
properties on the Coast since

2010, including homes at
Royal Pines and Sanctuary
Cove.
The 12 lots have approval
for 18 dwellings, six of which
are duplex sites.
The duplex sites are earmarked for buyers at between
$560,000 and $685,000. The
six lots still available for single
houses are priced from
$445,000 to $510,000.
“The consortium members
have engaged me to look for
more opportunities and they
have up to $25 million to
spend,” Mr Rahmani.
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elite enclave is always a barometer of the city’s prestige
property sector.
Sold signs have gone up
outside eight properties which
have realised almost $20 million, showing Sovereign is back
in favour with buyers.

A terminal case of
Surfers ignorance

Gold Coast property developer
John Hembrow.

A GOLD Coast lawyer was left
wondering about a researcher’s knowledge of the
topic after being contacted for
a survey of Gold Coast residents’ feelings about the proposed cruise ship terminal.
The Sydney researcher
asked a few questions about
the terminal and then inquired
about how long our lawyer had
been on the Gold Coast.
After telling the researcher
that he had worked in Surfers
Paradise for more than 50
years, he was shocked and disappointed by the response.
“Where’s that?” the researcher replied.
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